YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED –
PLEASE JOIN OUR ‘STOP 700 MORE’ GROUP
February 2019
Dear fellow anti Heathrow expansion campaigners,

As March looms ever closer and the legal challenges begin, we all have a part to play in raising
awareness against the plans for a 3rd runway at Heathrow.
A third runway would create 700 more flights per day and we all know the devastation that would bring.
To highlight this number, we are building a "STOP 700 MORE" group and we are asking you to become
part of it. By joining this group, you would represent one of the number of extra flights per day that a
third runway would bring if it were to ever open.
To become part of this jolly band, all you need to do is to sign up to join fellow anti-expansion
supporters who are pledging to commit to two events. You can join simply by replying to this message
with your name, email address and contact number.
The first of those actions will be to come outside the High Court in London on the morning of Monday
11th March – the first day of the trial against the Government’s plans.

We are asking residents to join senior politicians, environmental organisations, trade unionists and
campaign groups in making our voices heard and supporting the Mayor of London, Hammersmith &
Fulham, Hillingdon, Richmond, Wandsworth and Windsor & Maidenhead Councils, Greenpeace UK,
Friends of the Earth, Plan B Earth and Twickenham resident Neil Spurrier who are challenging the plans
for this wreckless expansion of Heathrow in the Court.
So today, we are asking for two commitments. First, to become one of the ‘Stop 700 More’ members.
Second, to come to Court on 11th March (more details on timings and location will be issued in due
course), wearing one of our STOP 700 MORE t-shirts.
Please reply to this message with your name, email address and contact number. We do not need to
know your address, but it is helpful to us to know where our supporters are based, so please include
that if you wish.

We are also looking to plan a second event after the trial has taken place – but more information on
that will appear closer to the time.
After the two events, we won’t hassle you further unless you want to become part of our campaign.
There is no obligation to do so, but of course your support would be extremely welcome.
If you have work commitments but would still like to become one of 700 supporters, then please
contact us anyway – your support would still be appreciated!
Whatever your reasons for wanting to stop Heathrow expansion, whether that be: more noise, climate
change, air quality, loss of your home or community, we are stronger when united.
You deserve a quality of life; come and peacefully fight for it.
Stop Heathrow Expansion
Contact info@stopheathrowexpansion.co.uk

